Empowered by loops

THERABAND® CLX™

Convenience of loops help patients advance confidently through recovery

Designed and engineered in the U.S.A. by the original, global leader in resistance bands and products

Proven Science, Trusted Performance.
The next generation of resistance bands, backed by science and trusted by clinicians.

4 premium products in 1
Band, loop, tubing with handles and anchor made to exacting quality standards. Non-latex® formula provides identical performance and resistance to THERABAND latex products.

Easy grip loops
Provide numerous exercise options and allow patients to hold sport-specific objects during resistance training for transformational results.

Proven science
Tested, validated and researched to ensure performance, THERABAND CLX bands are listed as Class 1 Medical Devices with the FDA.

Trusted Progression™ System
From beginner to advanced, THERABAND CLX incorporates the most recognized color-coded resistance levels engineered to ensure consistent pull force.

Train and treat with confidence
THERABAND CLX, made by the global leader of resistance solutions, used by thousands of clinicians worldwide.

BULK:
Dispenser box (25 yd/22 m)

SINGLE:
9 loop pre-cut individual pack (5”/1.5 m)
11 loop pre-cut individual pack (8.2”/2.5 m) - Europe only

Theraband CLX available in:
- Yellow/Thin
- Red/Medium
- Green/Heavy
- Blue/Extra Heavy
- Black/Special Heavy
- Silver/Super Heavy
- Gold/Max

All products not available in all markets.

1. Not made with natural rubber latex. Always read the label. Follow the instructions for use. TheraBand®, CLX™, XactStretch™, FlexBar®, Pro Series SCP®, the Color Pyramid & Associated Colors are all trademarks of Performance Health and/or its subsidiaries and may be registered in the United States and other countries. ©2022 All rights reserved. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. P11713-R00

Represents typical values. All products not available in all colors.